
Dixon Golf Experience  

 
With Dixon Golf you get all of your tournament needs met. From Custom Logo 

Products, Hole in One prizes, to fun interactive on-course games, we supply it all! 

Our sponsorship includes,  

 

On-Course Games 

 

● The Dixon Challenge 

 

○ A bag of 8 golf tees, made from recycled bamboo, is given to every tournament 

player, whether they participate in the Challenge or not. 

○ An optional $10 donation to participate in the Challenge. 

○ Each Challenge participant will receive over $150 in gifts just for donating, 

including a one-year subscription to golf digest, $40 gift certificate to our online 

Dixon store, and a $100 Off of a Redview Rangefinder certificate.  

○ If their ball lands on the green, then they win a $10 Gift Card to the Dixon online 

site. (can be combined with the $40 gift certificate.) 

○ *If all golfers in a group participate they will also receive an automatic birdie for 

their score to maintain pace of play. 

○ If all golfers donate $20 they will receive an automatic Eagle.  

○ If the Challenge participant gets a hole-in-one they will receive an entry into the 

final round of the Fiesta Bowl Million Dollar Hole-in-One Contest 

○ Dixon Golf will not only provide this game and prizes at no cost to you but will 

also send your organization a check with the 30% of total proceeds raised from 

this Dixon Challenge. 

 

 

 

● The Aurelius Challenge ( Driver Challenge)  

 

○ Dixon Golf will donate a $350 custom Driver or a $500 Zovatti watch to be given 

out by a raffle at the conclusion of the day. 

○ It is an optional $20 donation to play in this Challenge. 

○ Each participating donor will receive a $150 golf club gift certificate, good for a 

wedge or a hybrid.  

○ $150 Zovatti Watch gift certificate 



○ *If the entire group participates they will get to improve their lie on our hole and 

shoot from a special drop area ‘typically 100 yards from the green’ for their 

approach shot to the green. 

○ Hula-hoops will be placed between 150 yards and 170 yards. If the shot lands in 

a hula-hoop, the donor will receive an additional certificate for a custom $350 

Aurelius Driver or a custom $500 Zovatti watch. 

○ If the participating donor gets a hole-in-one from the special ‘drop’ area they will 

receive an entry into the final round of the Fiesta Bowl Million Dollar Hole-in-

One Contest 

○ *Eligible if only the entire group donates. 

○ Dixon Golf will not only provide this game and prizes at no cost to you but will 

also send your organization a check with the 30% of total proceeds raised from 

this Driver Challenge. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dixon Golf will supply the manpower, equipment and all the gifts/prizes to ensure 

the Challenges are a success. We have partnered with both local and national 

companies who are equally enthusiastic about acknowledging and rewarding 

golfers for their time and energy in supporting your golf tournament. Thank you 

for the opportunity to continue our efforts to make a positive impact in the 

community, the environment and the game. 

 

 

 

 
 


